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Abstract 

In this paper, the author presents the design of a website for human resources management. The first part 
of the paper presents the human resources management concept and describes the job analysis process. 
The main concepts of the object oriented technology and the Caché object-oriented model are also 
introduced. The second part of the paper contains a description of the application for human resources 
management that allows users: to add elements in the application, to display personal information of 
employees and their professional training, the departments they are working in, the salary, bonuses and 
deductions and to search the training or employment wage according to the employees’ mark, the related 
employees according to the department code and also, the bonuses and deductions applied to employees 
on the basis of the  bonuses or deductions code. 
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Introduction 

Management performance is necessary for an organization to develop and operate. The 
management practice is as old as organizations, which means a special seniority that dates from 

the organisation of social life in human communities (Emilian et al 2007). 

One of the necessary conditions for Romania to align the human resources management to the 

existing requirements and standards on the EU market is represented by the rapid integration of 
the newest trends in the field of information technology. 

Undoubtedly, the market of the software developed for the human resources departments has 
been and it still is dominated by the software designed for salaries. However, an extending trend 
of these solutions has been registered recently, transforming them from simple salary 
'computing' into total human resources management software.  

In this article, the author intends to develop a Website for human resources management in a 

public institution.  

Human Resources Management represents the special part of the organization’s general 
management which deals with the personnel issues in an integrated, global, interdisciplinary and 

professional vision and which consists in ensuring the fulfilment of the organization’s objectives 
by recruitment, selection, development and its proper human resources use so as to fully 
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capitalize the professional and creative potential of all members (Emilian et al 2003; Mathis and 
Jackson 2007; Prodan and Rotaru 2006; Russu and Gheorghe 2004; Sims 2007). 

Job analysis is the process that determines the tasks, activities, competences and specific 
responsibilities of a job, as well as the type of person recommended for it.  

Job analysis consists in:  

o Job Description which is a list of tasks, activities, competences, responsibilities, formal 
relations and working conditions of a job; 

o Job Specification that represents the list of “human and professional requirements” 
necessary to the job employment, namely: knowledge, skills, experience and personal 
attributes (attitudes, personality characteristics, aspirations etc.). 

Jobs analysis 

       

  Jobs description and specification    

       

Recruitment 

and selection 
decisions 

 
Results 

assessment  
 

Job assessment: 

wage decision 
 

Establishing 

competence 
area  

Fig.1. Using information from job analysis. 

Source: Emilian et al, 2003. 

The job analysis steps are:  

Step 1: Specifying the purpose of the information, the type of data that must be obtained and the 
techniques that will be used for this purpose.  

Step 2: Ensuring the required information acquisition. The following elements are used for this 

step:  

o Organization charts;  

o Process diagrams;  

o Job description (if it already exists, it can be a good starting point from which an updated 
job description can be prepared).  

Step 3: Selecting the representative positions for analysis. This is necessary when there are 
several similar positions.  

Step 4: The proper job analysis, which leads to gathering information concerning the activities 

implied by the job, the working conditions and human requirements necessary to perform the 
activities. This step involves using one or more job analysis techniques.  

Step 5: Verifying the information obtained through direct discussions with the person occupying 
the analyzed position or with his hierarchical manager. It is a good opportunity to ask for the job 

occupant’s agreement or to change the description of the activities he performs.  

Step 6: Developing the job description and specifications as a result of the achieved analysis. 

Object-Oriented Technology for Human Resources Management  

Objects are key elements of object-oriented programming and represent real or abstract 
individual entities with a well-defined role within a system. An object has an identity, state and 
behaviour. Everything that objects know (state) and can achieve (behaviour) is expressed by 
means of sets of properties (or attributes) and operations (or methods). Thus, an object state is 
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CLASS 1 

- property1: type1=initial value 

- property2: type2 

+ operation1() 

+ operation2() 

:object1 

- property1=val1 

- property2=val2 

+operation1() 

+operation2() 

:object2 

- property1=val3 

- property 2=val4 

+ operation1() 

+ operation2() 

 

CLASS 2 

- property1: type1 

- property2: type2 

+ operation1(parameter1:type1):returntype  

+ operation2(parameter1:type1, parameter2:type2) 

:object1 

- property1=val1 

- property2=val2 

+operation1(p1):rtyp 

+operation2(p1,p2) 

:object2 

- property1=val3 

- property2=val4 

+operation1(p1):rtyp 
+operation2(p1,p2) 

association 

role 1  

role 2  

1  

1...* 

message1 (class2:object1,  

operation1(p1):rtype) 

message2 (class1:object2, operation1) 

given by its property values at a time. Operations are procedures or functions that allow you to 
change these values and implement the object behaviour (Lungu, Sabău and Velicanu 2003; 

Lungu and Bâra 2007). 

Object-oriented applications are composed of many objects that interact and communicate 
among themselves via messages. A message represents a request addressed to an object for 

executing a certain operation. The message consists of three distinct elements: the object 
identity which the message is sent to, the name of the operation which is to be executed and a 
list of parameters necessary for the operation. The three pieces of information are enough for an 
object that receives a message to be able to perform the desired operation. Therefore, the 
messages transmission mechanism allows communication between objects in the different 
contexts (or processes) or on different computing systems. Objects’ interfaces define their type. 
Objects that have the same interface belong to the same type. Since the interface is a subset of 

operations that defines objects’ behaviour, it is also called externally observable behaviour. 

Identifying a set of objects that have common properties and behaviours is called classification. 
Class is another basic concept of the object-oriented programming and represents an abstraction 

of common elements (properties and operations) shared by many objects and describes their 
implementation. Objects are concrete representations of classes and the creating process of an 

object based on the definition of a class is called Instantiation.  

An association between two classes and their specific elements, as well as the objects they store 
and the interactions realized between these objects are simplified in Figure 2. 

Fig. 2. A simplified representation of an association between two classes 
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The object-oriented model of the Caché postrelational database management system used at web 
site design adheres to the ODMG Standard from the Object Data Management Group. The basic 

operations for Caché Objects are based on object classes and the subsequent compilation of 
these to produce runtime executables. Caché supports all principles of modern object 
technology for creating, storing, loading and manipulating object instances (Intersystems 2010; 

Kirsten et al 2003; Pătraşcu and Tănăsescu 2007; Tănăsescu and Pătraşcu 2007). 

Caché Server Pages (CSP) is a set of technologies built in Caché that offers the possibility of 
web applications achievement and the rapid development.  

Dynamic web pages (CSP files) contain HTML or XML, so that they can be created or modified 
using any text editor or any tool for creating Web pages available on the market. Applications 
can be designed as if they were a series of static web pages. Navigating through these pages is 
automatically solved by Caché.  

CSP uses two methods for building web applications:  

o creating classes derived from % CSP.Page class, which generates HTML statements as a 
response to HTTP received requests;  

o using HTML files, which are automatically converted to CSP classes.  

These two techniques can be combined to achieve applications with maximum flexibility and 
for each of them Caché Studio can be used as programming environment.  

Website design for human resources management 

A Caché web application consists in (Intersystems 2010; Kirsten et al 2003):  

o a set of web pages that define what the user actually sees;  

o application code which is responsible for handling user’s requests, processing the logic part 
of the application and storing and retrieving data;  

o data that are stored on the server and include relatively static information.  

Caché allows the class definition in two ways: using Caché Studio tool and using the Class 
Definition Language (CDL).  

For the application on human resources management, Caché Studio tool was used. This is a 

standard Windows application that uses a number of windows to display and enable different 
aspects editing. The main components of the Caché Studio user interface are: the classes / 
routines / CSP files editor, the project view that displays the content of the current project tree 
structure, the class inspector and the message window. 

The application includes nine classes: Angajat, AngajareSalariat, Departament, Pregătire, 
IstoricSalariu, ReŃinere, ReŃineriSalariat, Prima and PrimeSalariat that are presented in Figure 3. 

Angajat class contains five properties (Table 1): Marca, Nume, Telefon, Adresa, DataNastere 

and two indexes related to the two properties, called MarcaIndex and NumeIndex.  

Table 1. Characteristics of the Angajat class properties 

Property name Data type 

Marca %Library.Integer[Required] 

Nume %Library.String[Required] 

Telefon %Library.String[Required] 

DataNastere %Library.Date(FORMAT=4)[Required] 

Adresa %Library.String[Required] 
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Fig. 3. Human resource management application classes. 

After describing the nine classes, the information shall be filled in the database, the easiest 
method of adding data in a database being the use of a web form.  

The application contains nine data input forms, each of them corresponding to one hierarchical 
class, namely: FormularAngajat (Figure 4), FormularAngajareSalariat, FormularDepartament, 
FormularPregatire, FormularIstoricSalariu, FormularRetinere, FormularRetineriSalariat, 

FormularPrima and FormularPrimeSalariat.  

 

Fig. 4. Employee input form. 
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To view the information from the application classes, the following CSP files were created: 
AfisareAngajati.csp for displaying the CAS Prahova employees and their personal data, 

DepartamentAngajati.csp for displaying employees distributed by departments, 
PregatireAngajati.csp for displaying professional training of employees, 
SalariuIncadrareAngajati.csp for displaying employees’ salary, PrimeAngajati.csp for showing 

raises granted to employees and RetineAngajati.csp to show employee related deductions.  

For example, the author has chosen AfisareAngajati.csp web page (Figure 5), the other display 
pages being created in a similar way. 

The page AfisareAngajati.csp has been created in Macromedia Dreamweaver to display the 
information stored in the Angajat class. This page was customized by placing the title “Prahova 
County CAS Employees” at the top of the page that was formatted using the Properties box. On 
this page, a table has been inserted to organize the list of employees as well.  

Fig. 5. AfisareAngajati.csp page. 

A CSP file that contains two frames has been created for performing a search in the application. 
In the web application for human resources management the following searches were made: 
search of employees’ professional training by mark, search of employee by department code, 

search of employment wage by mark, search of employee’s deduction by deductions code and 
search of employees’ bonus by bonus code.  

The following csp files have been created for searching the employees’ training by mark: 
AfisareAngajat.csp that shows the Prahova CAS employees’, CautareAngajat.csp that enables 
selection of the mark on which the training is shown and Cautare2.csp that brings together the 

two previous pages.  

In the two frames that are displayed in dynamic lines (TopFrame and Mainframe), Cautare2.csp 
page (Figure 6) contains the information from pages CautareAngajati.csp and 
AfisareAngajati.csp.   
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Fig. 6. Cautare2.csp Page. 

In CautareAngajati.csp page it was added a form that contains a button called Cautare and a list 
of values (called “select”) that can be used to choose the selection criteria. After enabling the 
Cautare button, the AfisarePregatire.csp page is shown in the Mainframe. The “select” list 

values are generated by the MarcaAngajat query defined in Angajat class. Each item in the list 
has a value represented by object ID and a text represented by Marca property. Further on, a 

fragment of the CautareAngajati.csp code is presented: 

 

AfisareAngajati.csp page contains a table with two rows and five columns that show the data on 
the employees of CAS Prahova sorted by Marca property using Listaangajati <csp:query> tag 
that contains the result of Angajati query execution defined in Angajat class. For 
exemplification, a fragment from the AfisareAngajati.csp page code is presented:  
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AfisarePregatire.csp page, that is loaded when the Cauta button from the CautareAngajati.csp 
page form is enabled, contains a dynamic query defined in SQL using the special tag <script> 
and the %request object. 

For displaying the selected employee professional training, a table with two rows and four 
columns has been build, including dynamic query results. Next, an extract from the 

AfisarePregatire.csp page code is presented: 

 

Human Resource Management web application consists of 40 CSP files that can be used: to add 
elements in the application, to display personal information of employees, their professional 

training, departments they are working in, employment salary, applied bonuses and deductions 
and to search the training or employment wage by employees’ mark, the related employees 
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according to the department code and, also, the bonuses and deductions applied to employees on 
the basis of the bonuses or deductions code.  

Conclusions 

In this article the author aims to deal with the human resources management issue in a public 
institution.  

The Human resources management system, created using the postrelational Caché database 
management system (DBMS), allows real-time update and query information about these 

activities, achieves data management, employees’ management in the organizational structure, 
monitoring the employees’ effectiveness and evaluating their performances.  

The human resources management system was created using object-oriented technology and 
Caché object-oriented model because: 

o The data and the data processing are no longer distinctly represented, but they are 
encapsulated in objects; 

o The model used for the application design is flexible and easy to maintain; 

o The common elements of all system’s components are explicitly represented; 

o The main concepts of the Caché object-oriented model are objects and literals (data types); 

o Caché objects store persistent objects in database, using a storing strategy specified by the 

user. 
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Site Web pentru managementul resurselor umane într-o instituŃie 

publică folosind modelul orientat-obiect Caché 

Rezumat 

În acest articol, autorul prezintă proiectarea unui site web pentru managementul resurselor umane. În 
prima parte a lucrării se prezintă conceptul de management al resurselor umane şi se descrie procedeul 
de analiza postului. De asemenea, se prezintă conceptele principale ale tehnologiei orientate-obiect şi 
modelul orientat-obiect Caché. Cea de-a doua parte a lucrării conŃine o descriere a aplicaŃiei pentru 
managementul resurselor umane care permite utilizatorilor să adauge elemente în cadrul aplicaŃiei, să 
afişeze informaŃiile personale ale angajaŃilor, pregătirea profesională a acestora, departamentele în care 
lucrează, salariul de încadrare, primele şi reŃinerile aplicate şi să caute în funcŃie de marca angajaŃilor 
pregătirea sau salariul de încadrare al acestora, în funcŃie de codul departamentului salariaŃii din 
departamentul respectiv şi în funcŃie de codul primelor sau reŃinerilor, sporurile şi reŃinerile practicate 
angajaŃilor. 
 
 


